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CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY | OCT. 2015 - CURRENT
Projects reporter now covering climate change for the award-winning environment and labor team. Investigations
prominently feature public records and data analysis with strong bent on institutional accountability. Partners to date
include VICE News, McClatchy, various NPR affiliates, Huffington Post, and Grist.
* Carbon Wars: an ongoing series on the fossil fuel industry and climate change
* Unequal Risk: series on worker exposure and occupational health
* Science for Sale: series on junk science, scientific integrity, and the chemical industry
* Hot Mess: multi-state look at radioactive fracking waste amid U.S. fracking boom
THE NEW YORK WORLD | JULY 2014 - SEPT. 2015
			
Data-based investigations focused on statewide justice issues in New York and were co-published by outlets like
The Marshall Project, MuckRock, WNYC (NPR affiliate), and the (Albany) Times Union:
* Deep dive on sex offender parolees uncovered state’s illegal housing and detention practices
* Series on an underused nursery program for pregnant inmates found unlawful denials
* Lax punishment and little transparency for misbehaving state judges and justices
THE HERALD | JULY 2013 - JUNE 2014
County government reporter in the rapidly-expanding city of Rock Hill, South Carolina. Some enterprise stories:
* Series on controversial for-profit ambulance contracts highlighted disparities in rural service
* South Carolina’s most delayed federal cleanup site threatened local water
* County courthouse revamp plagued with cost overruns and ill-suited for future growth
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL | SUMMER 2012
Reported for the U.S. health/science and economics desks as an intern. Also contributed to stories on the metro
desk. Quirky pieces highlighted the cost behind gluten-free programs at universities and the economics of lawncare.
THE NEW YORK TIMES STUDENT JOURNALISM INSTITUTE | JAN. 2012
Produced videos along the U.S.-Mexico border, including features on an Arizona rancher’s battle with immigration,
micro-climates threatened by climate change, and a Timescast piece with a staffer.
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION | SUMMER 2011
Covered the latest in higher-ed technology as a reporting intern. Stories looked at everything from massive online
courses and broadband expansion in West Virginia to how college students click their way to an ‘A’.
NBC NEW YORK | JAN. 2010 - AUG. 2010
Co-produced broadcast packages with veteran reporter Gabe Pressman. Longer-form features followed New York
City’s growing homeless population and profiled New York City’s ethnic enclaves.
DATA: computer assisted reporting, Excel, SQL, agressive use of open records, web scraping (basic)
DESIGN: HTML/CSS, CMS, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop,Tableau, mapping (basic)
MULTIMEDIA: dSLR photography/videography, Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere, audio editing (basic)
COLUMBIA JOURNALISM SCHOOL | 2013
* M.S. in Digital Media Journalism
* Toni Stabile Center for Investigative Journalism
* Richard T. Baker Award recipient for local news

STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY | 2012
* B.A. in Online Journalism & Political Science
* Executive Editor of The Stony Brook Independent
* Magna cum laude; University Scholar Program
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